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Consolidation below parity in EURCHF is 
unlikely 
While the Swiss franc is considered a global safe
haven, we have long argued that its haven
attributes are more acute during periods of regional
risk. This has been visible over the past weeks, as
rising political and economic risks have significantly
impacted the European growth outlook. Measured
against the euro, our preferred expression for CHF
in haven terms, the Swiss franc has outperformed
against other haven currency expressions, such as
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the broad US dollar and USDJPY. 

However, over recent days, the franc’s appreciation has stalled as the 
likelihood of FX intervention from the Swiss National Bank has risen.

Normalised to the day before Russia’s invasion into the Donbas region, the chart below
highlights the franc’s meteoric rise against the euro, owing not only to broad EUR
weakness but also capital inflows into the franc on risk-off moves. When measured
against the dollar, which has been on a tear given the increased level of financial market
volatility and the global flight to dollar liquidity thereafter, the franc continued to
outperform JPY during the height of the geopolitical risk-off conditions (28th February –
4th March).

CHF rally against the euro outstrips the broad dollar bid as markets flood for haven
demand, while the USDCHF rate outpaces USDJPY prior to the SNB warning of
intervention
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During the week when the pace of geopolitical developments was at its peak, the Swiss
franc rose over 3% against the euro. On the following Monday, emboldened by a lack of
visible FX intervention by the SNB as per that week’s sight deposit data and a further
deterioration in the European macroeconomic outlook as commodity prices continued to
soar, traders pushed EURCHF below the parity level for the first time since the currency
peg was removed in 2015. At which point, Swiss National Bank officials hit the wires,
declaring that the franc was “highly valued” and that the “central bank is still ready to
intervene in the foreign exchange market if necessary”. The language around potential
intervention and the franc being “highly valued” tends to be a precautionary warning to
markets, outlining the bank’s line in the sand for the EURCHF rate despite officials stating
that they look beyond individual currency pairs. The headlines shook some of the bulls
out of the market and resulted in the EURCHF retracing back above parity and trading
towards the 1.01 level.

We expect this to remain an unofficial tolerance level for the SNB, 
especially if USDCHF starts to grind lower too, as significant strength in 

the Swiss franc poses substantial risks to the Swiss macro outlook. 

Drawing lines in the sand: the SNB starts to become verbal on FX intervention as
EURCHF breaks parity and Citi’s broad nominal effective exchange rate for CHF hits
record high

As things stand, EU officials have shown some appetite for further supranational bond
issuance in order to support energy and defense spending. Although the details remain
unclear, the signal that the fiscal taps are set to loosen has provided the euro with
enough steam to drive off from recent lows. The bout of euro strength has coupled with
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concerns over SNB intervention and has resulted in EURCHF trading back above the 1.01
level. While the recent flurry of euro strength may prove temporary as fiscal plans may
become mired in bureaucracy, we think the SNB’s verbal intervention will prevent any
further runs on EURCHF towards parity unless a substantial downside risk in the eurozone
macro outlook materialises. In such eventuality, we’re likely to see a layered approach
from the SNB, starting with discretionary FX intervention that is visible in weekly sight
deposit – this policy was last used in Q2 2020 following the onset of the pandemic and
the drop in EURCHF to the 1.05 region. Should market participants continue to test the
SNB’s resolve around the unofficial tolerance level, and the macro backdrop deteriorates
in the eurozone in a similar magnitude to the Greek debt crisis, the SNB may introduce a
formal floor for the exchange rate like it did in 2011. However, the latter scenario is an
extreme tail risk as things stand.

Monex’s forecasts

1-month 3-month 6-month 12-month

EURCHF 1.025 1.035 1.05 1.07

USDCHF 0.932 0.924 0.929 0.939

However, while the macro backdrop may have stabilised to a degree, the currency cross
remains highly exposed to shifts in geopolitical events and thus the market’s tolerance for
risk. In such a scenario, we expect the SNB to intervene such that the currency cross
predominantly trades above parity. For now, given the balance of risks, we are leaving our
March forecasts unchanged, but have instead downgraded our estimated tolerance level
for the SNB from 1.0250 to 1.01.
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In short, given the preliminary signs of a stabilisation in the global 
macro backdrop following the sharp adjustment after Russian invaded 
Ukraine and increased appetite for fiscal spending to offset the growth 

shock of higher commodity prices in the eurozone, we expect 
downside pressure to ease on EURCHF. 

https://www.monexeurope.com/wp-content/uploads/Monex-Europe-March-2022-FX-Forecasts.pdf

